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Executive Summary
This is the era of technology where everything
moves at lightning pace, DevOps has become the
essential part of all enterprises to be more agile
enough to respond instantly to the changing
market demands. It intends to provide high
business value with exceptional service delivery.
While enterprises want to design innovative
applications they might as well want to resolve
internal issues and they assist their customers.
This is done by concentrating on the software
development and delivery routine without any
execution barrier between the development and
the operations team. Here, we also talk about
maintaining consistency in the cycle through our
derived templated approach.
This document lays the foundation and
understanding of DevOps culture. It will help
you to understand on how you can go about
its implementation in your business to achieve
maximum benefit.

It focuses on the following key take aways:
 DevOps culture and its effect on your business
 The 4 dimensions of DevOps

Release Management,



Infrastructure Automation,



Continuous Testing,



Orchestration and Feedback loops.

 The well architected templated approach of
DevOps dimensions
 How this template is applied across the
dimensions
 Real time cases supporting the implementation
of the templated approach

The templates of the dimensions were derived through our successful encounters with clients from
different industries. This template is worked upon with tools, unique process and control mechanisms
across the parameters that influence software development cycle. Thus, a complete walk through of
DevOps dimensions will give you clarity on how DevOps implementation can be made simple and
efficient to enhance your business development.
This document is geared to decision makers, DevOps architects, technical team practicing DevOps,
who want to explore the DevOps culture and who are in the process of implementing DevOps.
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With a huge amount of time, money
and energy invested into the process
of developing and delivering a product,
companies should be meticulous on creating
an effective strategy to enhance ROI and
customer satisfaction. Any discrepancy with
the product due to incompatibility or nonregulation might result in a negative outlook
for the product and the company. You can
avoid such circumstances by adopting DevOps.

Meeting the needs of the customer in a
satisfaction-driven marketplace might not be a
cake walk but DevOps implementation can help
you do that with ease. Focusing on enabling
and aligning business and IT together to speed
up delivery while maintaining quality helps to
achieve competitiveness and business outcomes.
To stay ahead of the contemporaries, it is
inevitable to accelerate the interrupted market
service and roll out innovations frequently.

DevOps in a nutshell is a cross disciplinary
process to facilitate every team in the
development pipeline and improve the agility
of the teams. It helps to establish control
mechanism, improve testing, ensure availability
and development.

The primary goal of our DevOps approach is to
increase the speed of release without altering
the quality, automate steps to reduce error
and quicken process, establish and control
environment readiness while maintaining cost
and performance.

30%
65%
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According to the GitLab Global Developer
Survey, 65% of the respondents believe
that DevOps workflow saves time during
the development process and around 30%
have invested in the previous year, which
indicates the steady rise in the adoption of
DevOps by enterprises.
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The 4 Dimensions of DevOps
There are four dimensions that very well fit into every scenario, they are

te

Release
management

Infrastructure
automation

Continuous
testing

Orchestration,
monitoring and
feedback loops.

DevOps Templated approach:
It is a set of parameters that we group into logical categories that are closer to real life cycle development
called dimensions. The parameters are significant factor of the cycle affecting the implementation details.
The parameters that influence the dimensions are
 Distribution of your organization geographically and operationally
 Technology models involved in the deployment process
 Present and future scale and load of application with performance
 Environment and security
 Release frequency
Applying these parameters across all dimensions help identify the necessary condition that helps to
strategize all functions from development to operations.
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Our experts have derived the DevOps template as a result of our successful engagements with clients
from various sectors. Thus, we use this template to simply break things into small problems and resolve
one at a time to avoid chaos, arrive at tools, process and control mechanism for specific requirements.
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Release Management (RM):
While DevOps encompasses software from the stage of development to delivery into production
environment, release management aims at delivering software into its respective environment.
On a wider perspective, release management manages and controls the process as to which software
deploys into which environment and at what time with the help of tools like XL Release, Clarive, Tasktop
integration hub, octopus deployment, etc. unlike the old days with CCB, CAB.

Release management in the era of CI/CD
The continuous integration and continuous
delivery has made the development process more
nimble and eased the way release management
works. The traditional way of unilateral release
cycle consists of research, planning, development,
testing and releases without any feedback loop
hence, to make the process more efficient and the
releases more rapid CI/CD was introduced.
With continuous integration, you can integrate
codes continuously into a central repository
through automation. The key aspect of CI is
to detect bugs quickly, save validation time,
enhance the product quality, improve developers’
productivity and give new updates. It eradicates
the lone long working hours and introduces
changes to the pipeline when the work is done.
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The CI expands and extends to continuous
delivery concerning the readiness to release
the product into the production environment
post the build-stage in incremental chunks. It
helps in streamlining their releases as the release
management ensures the alterations made
are ready for release at any point of time. It is
more agile and helps in quicker response to
information.
The next stage that follows continuous delivery
is the continuous deployment method where
every changed or patched code goes through
the pipeline automatically to fall into production.
It aids in quicker return on investments and
feedbacks.
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The key effects of CI/CD on release management are as follows:
1. The Advent of CI/CD enables the RM to meet
the requirements of both development and
operations team.

4. The decision making has become easier
with CI/CD intrusion due to automated tasks
throughout the pipeline.

2. With the emergence of CD, the releases are
quicker which require the release managers
to deal with the front ends to ensure changes
required from the customers.

With the addition of CI/CD into the release
management, the release managers are at higher
demand than ever. An in-depth knowledge of CI/
CD tools and the workflow is mandatory with the
essential inter and intra personal skills to establish
the modern work culture.

3. Release managers are able to check the
release quality from the development stage to
production stage.

A Walk-through of the RM process with
the templated approach
We formulated templated approach with the master list of
 Tools: Based on our experience on tools like the enterprise release automation tools, release
automation for containers, open source tools, Paas providers, we build a set of rules and regulations to
perform the templated approach that has the right impact of the ROI.
 Processes: It comprises CI,CD,CT, IaC, Paas based delivery, monitoring, incident management and
fallback process and these are defined for the development operation process.
 Control mechanism: This deals with having control over the number of pipelines associated in a
process, how it should merge with components or how components should integrate with one
another, approvals, escalations and success conditions
With all these above set of tools, process and mechanisms, we develop a template incorporating all our
learnings and experience into rules. We apply the elimination approach to these rules to narrow down
the list based on the requirement with specific conditions with respect to technology and cost limitations
for validation.
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Use Case
A large pharmacy led retailer in the UK was struggling to maintain the application delivery and
seamless user experience with their app. The manual practice with spreadsheets increased the
complexities and was divergent in meeting the needs of various portfolios also; there was no
visibility of test environment requirement over time.
Incorporation of release management led to

30%

Reduction in
collaboration time

100%

Improvement in
visibility to release
status

140%

Improvement in
test environment
management productivity

RM’s advantages on business
The essential Release management in a DevOps culture on practice fetches the following
 Paves way for an uninterrupted release flow
 Automated release management helps in Consistent release with quality output
 Provides a niche for change adaptation
 Maintains Strong auditing
 Zero downtime
 Saves time and cost
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Infra Automation
Infrastructure automation is the process of setting up the environment for smooth operations like
installing OS, configuring servers on instances and their communication with the software for enhanced
usage and faster deployment with lesser error. It eliminates the human error in IT configuration and
tracking and saves the task time of administrators.
Let’s look at the components of the
infrastructure management and automation
 Configuration management maintains
configuration, code and scripts that are
required to provision the application in any
environment
 Configuration provisioning deals with
deploying, scaling and monitoring the
hardware that includes roll back capabilities

 Infrastructure orchestration manages
infrastructure automatically, i.e. The
configuration management and provisioning
come together to manage an application
with the help of orchestration
 Log management, monitoring and custom
scripts ensure to achieve adhoc based
automation like up-start scripts, init, etc.

The infra automation process uses various tools like Chef, Jenkins, Puppet, Ansible, Docker that derives
the success of its implementation and touts as the solution for all deployment inconsistencies.
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Infrastructure as a code :
Infrastructure as code (IaC) is the conception
of managing the operation environment like
how you manage your applications and codes
for releases. In order to make infrastructure
changes, you need not make any manual
changes to the configuration or the oneoff scripts instead; you need to manage the
operations’ infrastructure. To be precise, you
treat infrastructure like code.
You can write machine readable files and
deploy them to support the releases and other
IT processes. You can also describe IaC as a
programmable infrastructure and it is critical
for DevOps culture which relies on automated
workflow.

Today, the developer writes codes and
configuration instructions that initiate action
from environments. The configuration
management creates a virtual test
environment with server and database that
replicates the live environment in every
aspect; also it transfers the live data to the
virtual test platform. Upon the creation and
transition of environment and data, a set
of tools execute tests to check compliance,
detect error and resolve the issue. Further,
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There is a need for a replica of an environment
to test the codes that are same as that of
codes deployed to the live environment. Such
instances ensure non collision of new and
existing codes to avoid error generation.
In the earlier days, the system administrators set
up a physical server to mirror the live machine
supporting the production environment
followed by database support check by
database administrators and they sign it off to
the testing team that runs several tests. Thus,
a code passes through all these levels before
deploying into the production. However,
you can’t assure an error free output despite
the long process as manual recreation of
environments is prone to potential error.

the code is set for deployment to the live
environment. Iac ensures that if the code
in the replicated environment works well,
it will exactly behave the same in the live
environment. A compendious variety of tools
are available to practice the provisioning and
configuring process like Chef, Puppet, Ansible,
Terraform, AWS cloud formation, Google cloud
deployment manager, etc. The choice of tools
used differs for every individual infrastructure
as it depends on the specific functionalities.
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A walk through of Infra automation through
templated approach
We maintain a knowledge base of tools around which we create rules subjective to the requirements
and it enables the elimination process with all parameters.

A simple elimination process with each parameters gives you a finite list of tools, process and control
mechanism. If the elimination process does not provide a single tool, you can use more than one tool
to enable the required features with respect to the cost preference.

Use Case
Let consider a product development scenario wherein two sets of development takes place with the
initial development stage and the second phase of customer integrated development cycle.
Here is a list of tools available in the market for all the categories of infra automation that we use for
the application on the templated approach:
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Applying the parameters across the categories, we filter the tools used in each category that best suit
the business needs.
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We define and create a process workflow for the tools to react as and when the infra is autoscaled.
The control mechanism acts as a point of approval where a team approves the process. Thus the
templated approach provides us with the finite approach to help in all aspects.
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Benefits of infrastructure automation
There are several advantages in implementing infrastructure automation in an organization. Let’s look at
the most significant ones among them.
 Increases efficiency with high security
 Reduces human resource costing without affecting the product quality
 Improves stability, reliability and agility as organization become complaint at all levels of SDLC
 Enhances cross team collaboration on large-scale projects
 Improves resilience and ensures good customer experience
According to the commissioned study conducted with 150 professionals by the Forrester consulting,
by utilizing IaC you can achieve

Increment in
collaboration
between Dev and
Ops team by an
average of

Decrement in
configuration
errors

48.5%

31%

Increment in
application
life cycle

32%

Improvement
in the release
cycle

31%

The above two dimensions gives us a wide knowledge of DevOps process and how it helps
organizations to improve release cycles with better scalability and reliability. On the verge of enhancing
the software development life cycle, we have formulated the templated approach across these
dimensions of DevOps. We shall learn in detail about the other dimensions of DevOps in our next article.
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